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very rare case








back to pavilion 
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Socio
Economic Outlook 2016-17 

   



Socio Eco-
nomic Outlook 2016-17 
not a joke
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extra 
positive 
negative welcome
welcome 



welcome welcome


    












NRI Issues:-
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NAC Centers:-

National Academy of Construction (NAC) 
Electrician, Glass Cutter, Steel
Molder,  
half per cent income 
half per cent

half per cent     
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carry forward 













        
70
Minority English Medium Residential Schools 
 70 Minority
English Medium Residential Schools 

70 Minority English
Medium Residential Schools 
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350 Crores for the
seventy new residential school establish 




 
 





        







Ok left you.

 five
judges constitutional bench is constituted by the Chief Justice of India.
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assurance 


increase in Budget for the
Health Sector is not satisfactory. propose 


X-
Ray Machines Blood Testing Machines 



amount 
interest 

statement     heritage building
shift 
clar-
ity 

clarity 


clarity 
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Vice Chancellor body 
Vice Chancellors Vice Chancellor
dashing, dynamic steps 
competent authority 
Vice Chancellors 
observation State
Country 
first new numbers Fast scheme 

challenge
step down 





RE-improvement tax 
barrow richest state bankrupt state 
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salient features 

        
hanarorium 
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8th
Nov., 2016 is the dark day of the India.
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unemployed skilled trained 
percentage 




 
condition 
accept 

question
future 
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SLB 




above 
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mass marriages of the poor Muslim
girls 
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amount 
 carry
forward 
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Procedure change 
flagship programme
over publicity 
Luckily

backward class 
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  constitutional and legal experts  in-
volved 


 discussion     
crucial 





academi-
cian 
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backward classes 
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constructive suggestions 
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Right to fair compensa-

tion and transparency in land acquisition, rehabilitation and resettle-

ment Act, 
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Respected Chief Minister 
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demonetization 
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protection 

registra-
tion value market value exten-
sion 

   

increase market value 







 







own legislation

own legislation 
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assurance 

assurance 
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culture farm 
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bifurcation 
bifurcation gradually 

stu-
dents united Andhra Pradesh in Engineering, M.Pharmacy
and B.Pharmacy, MCA, MBA 
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dropouts. auto-
matic dropouts 

strength 



       
      







dues clear 

       
dues clear 
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Important role play 


The Hon'ble Chief Minister, Sri K.
Chandrasekhar Rao garu has announced in the Assembly on 29.03.20
16. I read out the portion - "The dues of tuition fee for the years 2014-15
& 2015-16 are Rs.3068 Crores and the total will be paid by 30.04.2016".

 





 





        
word 
not only Assembly 
as a G.O., as a Ordinance, as a Rule 
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Treasury Department stop 

The Finance Department released Rs.1100 cores. But Treasury re-
leased only Rs.540 Crores.
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representatives 
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examine out-patient center 
 important

suggestions 


World Health Organization
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caste 
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upper caste 
extension 
farewell party alternative post
declare 
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constitutional 





  

short discussion 
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Operation success, patiend died
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equality 




socially,
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educationally, economically, backward Muslims   
reservation 
 


constitutional 
backward class 

socially, educationally, economically, backwardness  









prayers 




socially backward-
ness 
equality 
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socially backward 



respected colleague 
officially
and technically as an opposition
request ruling party request 
bulletin 

renewal 





invite

exercise 
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as a Leader of the Opposition 
sug-
gestions 
sugges-
tions 
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carry forward 
 

carry forward
assurance 

President of India consent 





direction 

  

vacancies 
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richest state 
feeling 







identify 
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We will respect the Chair. My thanks
to the Chair for having given me this opportunity to participate in the
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debate on the Motion of Thanks to the Governor's Address delivered on
10th March, 2017. Governor's address for fourth time since formation
of the State of Telangana is a routine and repeated words of praising
the Government. Let me tell you that the Governor's speech is missing
many flagship programmes for Telangana. The people of Telangana
are disappointed once agian.
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This is the fourth budget, not a
new budget. 
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resolution 
resolution 
bifurcation    
resolutions 
resolution suggestion 
recommendations 

implementation implement 

      

recommendation 


implemen-
tation 

favour 
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The ongoing 23 major and 13 medium irrigation projects 
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race course finishing 










recurring charges 
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  Recurring charges, maintenance, electricity bill...








 
 








  



as
a incharge Minister 
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congested way 
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on behalf of Congress Party, we oppose the Governor's speech which
is behind the truth and not reflecting the people's issues
repetition 
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Honourable Member 

official As a
governor quota 
allotment official 
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Remote Interior Development Programme 
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Most Backward Classes 

Most Backward Classes 



it
is my duty to inform our Finance Minister. 
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I will appreciate the Government. 
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Zero hour 







assur-
ance 
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specific date 
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allotments 


As a Deputy Chief Minister and Minister for Revenue


Delhi



already release 
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women and child welfare 
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National Average 74% 
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Most Backward Classes 
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bank-
able schemes   








NAC 
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NAC 

 
bankable schemes training schools 
 employment generation   
 



      








revival 
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constitutional obliga-
tion 

individual 



       










domestic 
achievement 
critisize 
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 Social, Economical, Educationjal
backwardness 











 discussion  
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upper
caste 


     
Chief Justice of India, Sri Justice
Bala Krishnan 



recognize 

equality 
objection 
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backward class  forward class 
injustice 









   
       






"Therefore, I strongly recommend to provide addi-
tional 6% reservations to these sections of the people who are socially
and economically backward under BC-E category" 
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advance 
include 
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 difference of opinion  Backward class 


backward class 
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recomend 
  change      special
session 





 I am in the
witness box 
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Balance Intereset
to be paid 
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year-
wise record 

 
Government of India 
Government of India
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burning
issue 
issue 
already request 
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announcement 
announce 
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Socially, Edu-
cationally, Economically backward Muslims   





main opposition 
suggestions 

instructions 
 suggestions     



important subject 
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honor 
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proposal 

  look it,     
create 
  








Socially, Educationally & Financially
proposals





 

backward class 

backward class 
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backward class 
       







exten-
sion 
extension 

Socially,
Educationally & Economally backward   








constitutional bench constitute 
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Socially, Educationally & Economally backward 
anti-constitution iden-

tify backward communities 
socially backward 

con-

stituency 

strike 



sealing 


rectify



very clarity 




 
identify 

avoid 
rectify 
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 favour       

backwardly or socially 
continuation 
 






oppose 
Act of Commission 
Jurisdictional Powers 






Rights 


representa-

tions decision 
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"This commission therefore strongly recommends to provide
additional 6% of reservation for the BC-E Group Committee not to Ex-
ceed" existing 
"Not to exceed 10% Reservation" 
Full Bench
Commissionunanimously  



objection technically possible
willpower




constitutional amendment 





constitution 
discuss      discuss
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unani-

mous 


Without any controversy  







scrutiny



accept accept 


      direct 


vacancies create All TSC Public

Service Commission 
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Socially,
Educationally, backward 



technically 






We are in the No.1 
bifurcation

release only 233
crores 


 Expenditure 499
crores 
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Today's expenditure 338 crorres 

sealing of power 

       





   
 


    


       
carry forward 
speed-up 
      
issues 


surplus fund 
supply 
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handover 
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land
aquisition 
accquire 


betterment charges 
decision 
announce 
         


action 
benefit 
benefit 
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values values 
values values 



Head of the Institution  


automatic Head of the Institution 

responsible over publicity
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Govern-

ment of Telangana 


transactions 

announcement 
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clear 





welcome 



conclude 

Urdu is the second language 



Urdu is the second language 


bifur-
cation 
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intervention

resolve assurance 
assurance 








 


speed-up  discuss 
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socially backward Muslim 
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very good concept 






concept 
conclude 


symbol of secularism 








expenditure
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As a L.O.P. 
respect 
assurance 








assurance

suggestion 
reply 
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speech 
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Tampering 
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Always you
disturb me. 
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strategic 









There is no proper facilities at primary and second-
ary level. 
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"Operation successful patient die" 
exercise infrastructure 
gratuity 
Infrastructure 
successful scheme






stay 
assigned land 
 available
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grace period 

remote area 




concept operation success but patient died


"Operation success patient die" 
strength 


Rationalism schools merger 





neglect 
correct
brief down to end backward class 
involve 
 


assistant  
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flagship programme 
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Government should clarify whether it is right or wrong 
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official voting purchasing 
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